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Interferometric Synthetic o_u.o, of the SAR images themselves t l-t3].Noother previously developed terrain elevation map-

Aperture Radar Terrain pm_ technology (such as optical stereoscopy) canyield maps with such precision, especially eonsider-

ppi ing the day/night, all weather capability and longElevation Ma ng from standoff distances possible with SAP,.

Multiple Observations AU prior interferometrie SAP, imaging experi-
ments to date dealt with pairwise processing. That
is, simultaneous image collections from two antenna

Dennis C. Ghiglia and Daniel E. Wahl systems or two-pass single antenna collections are
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, processed as interferometrie pairs to extract cone-

New Mexico 87185 spending pixel by pixel phase differences which
encode terrain elevation height. The phase differ-
enees are wrapped values which must be unwrappexi
and sealed to yield terrain height. The phase-to -

Abstract height scale factor is a function of the radar wave-
length, imaging geometry, and baseline (i.e. effee-

All prior interferometric SAR imaging experiments tire antenna separation). With other parameters
to date dealt with pairwise processing. Simulta- remaining fixed, larger baselines allow more aeeu-
neous image collections from two antenna systems rate height estimation (and better height-to-phase
or two-pass single antenna collections are pro- noise ratios) but also increase the possibility of steep
ceased as interferometric pairs to extract corre- terrain causing phase aliasing, thereby destroying
spending pixel by pixel phase differences which height measurements. On the other hand, small
encode terrain elevation height. The phase differ- baselines reduce the possibility of phase aliasing but
ences are wrapped values which must be unwrapped suffer from poorer phase noise performance and
and scaled to yield terrain height. We propose two phase-to-height sensitivity. Clever processing of
major classes of techniques that hold promise for multiple collections could offer the advantages of
robust multibaseline (multiple pair) interferometric large and small baselines. We propose two major
SAR terrain elevation mapping. The first builds on classes of techniques that hold promise for robust
the capability era recently published method for multibaseline interferometrie SAR terrain elevation

robust weighted and unweighted least-squares mapping.
phase unwrapping, while the second attacks the
problem directly in a maximum likelihood (ML) for-

mulation. We will provide several examples (actual 2.0 Least-Squares 2D Phase
and simulated SAR imagery) that illustrate the Unwrapping Methodadvantages and disadvantages of each method.

This first class of methods builds on the capability

1.0 Introduction of a recently published technique for robust
weighted and unweighted least squares phase

SAR image collections can be processed in inter- unwrapp£ng [4]. This phase unwrapping method
ferometrie pairs to yield temporal change detection couches the problem in the solution of Poisson's
products or digital terrain elevation maps accurate in equation with the intefferometfie pair data forming
relative elevation to a few centimeters with aeeom- the measurements used in the PDE. It is easily

panying spatial resolution dietatext by the spatial res- shown that multibaseline data can be simply
included (in a weighted or unweighted sense) in the
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formation of the right hand side of eoiss on's _/qua- 2 M_2N_I / _ _ j_ ___Q3)don, which is then solved by the published tech- E -" (_i+ 1,j (_i,j A_, 2

niques. , M --/r_9j_°-[ 2

For example, consider the collection of a single + E E _ (_i,j +1 - (_i,j - Ai,j)Y
pair of interferometric SAR images from which the i = 0j = 0

wrapped pairwise phase data, _i,j, are obtained. We is the least-squares solution.

wish to determine the unwrapped phase values _i,j'
at the same grid locations with the requirement that It is shown in [4] that the solution of Poisson's

the spatial phase differences of the _i, j agree with equation on a rectangular M by N grid,

those of the _li, j in the least-squares sense. To see _)2 _)2

how this is done, let us first define a wrapping oper- _x2_(x,y) +-_(x,y) = p(x,y) (EQ4)
ator W, that wraps all values of its argument into the

range (-_, n) by adding or subtracting an integral where,
number of 2_ radians from its argument. Therefore,

for example, W {d_i,j} = _,,j. pi, j (A x x ) )= i,j Ai-l,j + (AY Y- _,j- At,j- 1 , (F.Q5)

Next, we compute two sets of phase differences: is the least-squares solution to the phase unwrapping
those differences with respect to the i index, and problem.
those with respect to the j index. SpecificaUy, from

our known values of the wrapped phase _i:, we We can incorporate k palrwise observations in theJ
compute the following wrapped phase diffei'ences, above formulation by solving (EQ 4) with a new

right hand side, p, that incorporates appropriate
A.x._,j = W { ¥i +l,j - _i,j} _Q 1) pairwise observations with associated scale factor

equalizations in a weighted linear combination as,
i = 0...M-2, j = 0...N-1

k 2

Az,j.x.= 0, otherwise, i5i,j = _ Pi,jskwk (EQ6)

and, 1.

where _Pi,j is formed from (EQ 5) for the k th pair,

A_j = W {_i,j+ 1 - Wi,j} (EQ2) sk equalizes the associated scaling of phase-to-
2

i = 0,..M - 1, j = 0...N - 2 height for the imaging geometry of pair k, and wk

A_j -- 0, otherwise, is an appropriate normalized weighting that can be
used to accommodate data integrity based on signal-

where the x and y superscripts refer to differences to-noise, etc.
in the i and j indices, respectively. The solution,

¢_i,j, that minimizes This phase unwrapping solution includes the con-tributions of the multiple observations in a robust
fashion, provides reduced sensitivity to model errors
or phase errors introduced by bad observations, and
offers, in general, better terrainelevation estimates
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than can be obtained with any single pair ofinterfer- Xl, m = a/exp (JCOmh)+ nl, m (EQ7)
ometric images.

where I denotes the pixd in an averaging box (i.e.,
For example, Figure 1 indicates what might depict

1 < l < L; if the box is 4 by 4 then L = 16), m
a four-pass imaging scenario. With K independent

denotes the SAR collection number (1 < m < M),
images, there are at most K - 1 independent inter-
ferometric pairs for processing. Obviously, the Pass com is a known constant and is a function of depres-
#1/Pass #4 pair have the largest effective baseline sion angle andradarcenter frequency, h denotes the
(greatest imaging geometry diversity) which offers terrain height andis assumed to be constant over the

the greatest height sensitivity and best height-to- averaging box, hi, m is the additive noise term, andphase-noise performance. However, overly steep
terrain could induce regions of phase aliasing and a I denotes the complex scene reflectivity at pixel I.

destroy elevation information. The trick in exploit- It is assumed that a I and hi, m are complex gaussian
ing this method lies in the selection of the pairwise

random variables that are mutually independentobservations to maximize independence and reduce
the potential for phase aliasing, over l and m. The respective variances are defined

2 2 2/ ImagePass# 1 as:E{a } = aa,andE{nl, m} = C_n.Bydenot-
/ / Image Pass # 2

/ / ing al = alexp (joe 1h), (EQ 7) can be simplified to
//

/X Image Pass # 3 yield the model,// ,/

/ // / Image Pass # 4 XI, m = _/exp (j (COm - C01) h) + nl, m . (EQ8)
/

/ Our objective is to derive a maximum likelihood

/ / _'_ (ML) estimator for the terrain height (denoted by/ /

/ / _ ]tnL) given the observations indicated in (EQ 8).

Let the vector _t denoting all M observations of

pixel l be defined as,
Imaged Terrain

/

i nl'2 = _1" (EQ9)FIGURE 1. A Possible 4-pass Imaging Scenario. "_1= _! e +, al_l .I-
,eo ,oo

j(o)M-_,)a Lnl,_.3.0 Maximum Likelihood e

Multibaseline Method Usingthe assumptions given above, the condi-

The second class of methods for multibaseline ter- tional probability of _l can be written as,

rain elevation estimation attacks the problem
H -1

directly in a maximum likelihood (ML) formulation, p (kl[h) = 1 exp {-kl Q _t} (EQ10)
For example, let the complex registered image at _M[Q I
pixel l and SAR collection m be denoted by the
model,
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,_.H_t}_ 2 H 2 In the correspondingposter session we provide= aa_t_ z + anl. Since we several examples, containing actual and simulatedwhere Q! E (
SAP,imagery, that illustrate the advantages and dis-

have L independent pixel observations (which is the advantages of each method. Xtis hoped that these
size of the averaging box), we can write the joint techniques help advancethe utility of SAP, inteffer-
PDF as the product of the individual PDF's as fol- ometry in important civil applications.
lOWS,

L _ 1.0
,I 0.8

e (fllh)= l'-[ e (*t]h)
If ! _11) _- 0.6

{i rO',l}= nM1QILexpl - _"
0.4

_, o.2
where I_ represents the vector of all M XL observa- z 0.0
tions.The value of h thatmaximizes (EQ 11)can be 0 20 40 60 80 1O0

shown to be the same h that maximizes the simpli- Relative Height, h
fled expression,

L L FIGURE 2. A Typical Interferometer Function for a 4-

P1 = E _/_l_/_/ = E [_/HD_2 . (EQ 12) Observation SAR Collection.
l = 1 l = 1 Thisresearchwas supportedby theU.S. Department

M of Energyunder contract DE-AC04-94AI._5000.
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